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Firing

This is a
recyclable product

Our PK U.S.A.
plant is the primary supplier of
metal body parts, chassis parts and plastic
injection parts for automotive companies in
the United States as well as other
parts of the world.

SAFETY ONE - POINT LESSON
Unsafe Condition

Do not walk under anything that is elevated (such as dies, coils, or items
carried by/on forklifts). Walk around or wait until the loads have been
lowered to floor level. Do not take the chance of chains or forklifts
malfunctioning/breaking causing items to fall or be dropped.

Do not pass through taped
off areas and walk under
elevated equipment.

Wait until dies have been
moved from walking areas
before passing.

SAFETY
FIRST

!

Be careful when forklifts are retrieving
containers from areas like the WIP rows.
Keep your distance until the load is
secured and on the floor level.

Keep up with the company at www.pkusa.com

“I Love
My Job.”
Anjie Gibson
and
PK U.S.A.
Quality
Control.
Anjie Gibson - Her job,
her family, her passion.
PK U.S.A. Job Fair
Safety Point Lesson
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Anjie Gibson began working
at PK U.S.A. many years ago, left for
another opportunity, and came back again
almost two years ago, and for her, there is no
looking back.

“Quality Control,
My Job and My
Responsibility”

“I returned to PK U.S.A. after working in adult
care for three years. I came back because
I wanted a job that would allow me to use my
organizational skills and apply those skills with
what I do everyday. Quality Control is a perfect
fit.” Although Anjie began as a sorter, she quickly
moved over to Quality Control, and she currently
supervises her area, keeping work flow at its
maximum capacity. “Quality Control is such an
important component of the overall production
process at PK. Work cannot be completed without
ensuring we are producing the best parts for our
customers.”

PK U.S.A. Job Fair
Exceeds Expectations
PK U.S.A. held our annual Job Fair on February 17th. Over 40 participants took part
in the job fair on a chilly Saturday morning. Fourteen job offers were presented and
three rehires were brought back on board at PK. Thank you to all of our volunteers and
associates who helped make the day such a success:
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Anjie’s organizational skills, along with attention
to detail, translate well in the Quality Control
environment. A mom to four grown children and
five grandchildren, Anjie knows that keeping
work-flow streamlined is key. “If I do not keep good
track, good records and detailed descriptions of
those parts I am checking, it will affect lines and
production across the board at PK. Flexibility,
that’s also key. I help where I am needed when I
am needed.”
Two years into her first-shift position at PK U.S.A.
has afforded Anjie the abilities to work hard
while at work, and work hard helping at home
with projects. While her children are grown, her
position allows her to ensure she has family time.
“My kids and grandkids are important to me, and
working at PK affords me the opportunity to have
time with them when I want to, and when they
need me.”
Anjie’s co-workers also make work easier and fun.
“Everyone I work with in Q.C. have the same goals
and aspirations, which make the job even better
and more satisfying. We are all in this together,
and it is our job to make sure the customer is happy
with everything we produce at PK U.S.A.”

In Q.C., Anjie works with a variety of
testing equipment to ensure the parts
are right each and every time.
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